NWCG Standards for Interagency Incident Business Management, PMS 902 – 2021 Digest of Changes

Chapter 10

- Added TDY clarification to Travel and Related Waiting Time regarding compensable travel.
- Criteria for Hazard Pay and Environmental Differential for flying updated.
- Replaced CTSP with ITSS.

Chapter 20

- Removed the following language from Government Charge Cards & Convenience Check section: Personnel not assigned to a buying team or other purchasing support position must obtain authorization from the Finance/Administration Section Chief or Procurement Unit Leader to use the government charge card and convenience checks on the incident.
- Updated language to match current VIPR language.
- Updated Method of Hire chart.

Chapter 30

- Added section on Donations.

Chapter 80

- Standard Cost Rate Components updated.

Appendix

- Updated Hazard/Environmental Pay Matrix to incorporate information from LIMITED CONTROL FLIGHTS – HAZARD PAY from May 2018.

There were minor edits mainly to punctuation and things that were not included in the list above.